
Day 1 
 
Listen to the Guadalupe Transmission from Dec 12. 
 
Day 2 
           
Listen to the Transmission on OM. 
 

Day 3 

Devotion is heart centered, love centered, and the practice of devotion heals our hearts and grows 
our relationships. The connective tissue of the universe is love, unconditional love. 

Before you go asleep, sit quietly, or lie in bed and focus on the third eye, by rising your physical 
eyes upward, while closed, to the center of the forehead. Relax the muscles of your eyes. Relax 
your body and hold focus. Imagine or see an image of Our Lady of Guadalupe on your third eye. 
Don’t worry about the details, but if you like you can try to see all the details of the vision.  

Holding that vision there, ask that your heart is opened to her. Imagine a light shining out of the 
image and penetrating your entire being. Hold this focus as long as you can. Then relax and give 
thanks. 

Day 4  

Continuing the focus from yesterday, bringing the image to your third eye, hold the focus gently. 
Being able to focus is deeply important. When we can focus one-pointedly we can accomplish much. 
If we are truly able to be one-pointed in our focus, that we can decide what to focus on without 
distraction. Learning to hold focus can actually be a way to stop worrying. We can change the focus 
from the ‘worry’ and hold it on a higher thought or image. 

With Divine Mother, as we hold focus on her and relax, we can realize and feel her outpouring of 
love energy upon us. Opening to receive is equally as important as holding focus. Holding a relaxed, 
one pointed focus on Her image, allow and feel her radiations to envelope you. The higher 
frequencies have an alchemical, transformative energy. All we have to do is hold focus and allow. 

 

Day 5 

Divine Mother is a river of consciousness, moving out from Source, creating the worlds. She is also 
the sustainer of the worlds, and the dissolver. In this sense she can be understood as the creator 
of maya, of the ten thousand things. If we focus on her creation alone, we can get lost within it. If, 
we focus on Her as the essence of the River, then the river can flow through us.  



All creation is always in flux. Suffering is caused by ‘holding on’ to the flux. Such holding on causes 
eddies and vortices in her river. We may feel these as disturbances in our life. Attachments. We 
can never succeed in holding creation in place or time. It keeps moving, changing. By perceiving the 
unchanging essence within and behind the flux we can find a peace. 

Focus on the radiations of Divine Mother River flowing through your form, as love-light, nourishing 
your life. Know that within this flow Her Divine intelligence is at work within you. 

Open more deeply and allow. Slowly bring attention to your breath and slow it down, inhaling from 
the feet to the head, exhaling from the head to the feet. 

Day 6 
 
We are building one day upon the other. Only that which we experience directly can be fully known 
and trusted. These days with Divine Mother are a wonderful opportunity to speak to her directly 
from your own heart. Speak to her as a child, her child. Yogananda has a lovely phrase “naughty or 
good we are Thy children”. A mother’s love at its highest, is unconditional. We know that when put 
to the test, mothers have gone so far as to sacrifice their life for their child. Today, ponder upon 
your relationship with your own mother and offer that relationship, with all its human 
imperfections, into the Divine River, asking that it be purified, so that your heart can open to 
receive the unconditional love of Divine Mother. Keep asking Her to reveal herself to you. Focus, as 
you pray on the image at the Third Eye, imbued with the love from your own heart. 
 
Day 7 
 
As the attunement builds within, let us all focus today on all the Mother Shrines, Temples, 
Cathedrals and Grottos all over the world. In India I discovered the older sites had simple stones 
to represent the different deities. All over the world, down through the ages, Divine Mother has 
been attuned to and appealed to. Let us visualize all those sites lighting up with Her energy and 
forming a Divine Mother grid over and through the earth. 
 
It is difficult for us to see the bigger picture of consciousness evolution that is taking place on 
earth, yet, behind all the chaos and suffering there is a Divine Design. See the River of Divine 
Mother energy running through that grid, the ley-lines of her extended body and place your own 
home and body within that grid of Her light. 
 
If there is a Divine Mother shrine or temple near you perhaps today might be a day to visit it. 
 
Day 8 
 
OM Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu 
“May all beings everywhere be happy and free, and may the thoughts, words and actions of my own 
life contribute in some way to that happiness and to that freedom for all.” 
 
Perhaps through the transmission on the power of OM, and through our growing awareness, we 
realize the sacred, creative power of mantra. By repeating a mantra often enough so that it 



becomes part of the subconscious sound during the day, benefits us greatly, as eventually, that 
subconscious ‘jappa’ or repeating sound will override the ‘noise’ of the monkey mind. Today's 
message is to begin chanting or singing this mantra over and over and to continue whenever you can 
until the morning of Dec 22.  
 
This is a mantra that Amma uses and a very popular and powerful mantra in the world today, so by 
chanting it, we are joining into the Field of its energy. 
 
Personally I like to begin this mantra with OM ~ as this is the primordial sound of the Mother. 
 
Lokah means place, not only all of earth, but all known universes ~ and so we are singing this mantra 
to all of creation ~ those healing ourselves and the worlds. 
samastah means all beings sharing that location 
sukhino means ‘centered in joy’ 
bhav means deep devotion, the feeling of unified being 
antu means ‘may it be so’ 
 
Let our small collective join with those singing this mantra every day all over the world. 
 
Some versions of this mantra; 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiWm-isuP6c 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2y9ABZD5EM 
 
Yhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrC1qbTsYXM 
 
 
Day 9 
 
And so, we reach the last of our nine day focus and prepare today for the opening of the Solstice 
tomorrow. The ‘message’ of the Solstice landed in yesterday. It is “Open-Hearted Compassion”. 
 
We look to the higher for our ‘code of behavior’. Divine Mother never closes her heart to her 
children, no matter what they do, she remains available forever. She, then, is our model. It is this 
unconditional love that we are being called to. Indeed, it is the ‘core’ lessen of Earth School and this 
planet gives us very extreme opportunities to stay with an open heart, instead of closing down. We 
close down out of fear, judgment, disappointment, bitterness etc. All of these emotions occur when 
we take the actions of others personally.  
 
Today, read back through the daily messages and tonight, practice each one.  
 
Awaken devotion within your own heart. This is where Mother connects with her children. 
Bring the focus to the third eye and see her there. Hold one-pointedness. 
Open and allow her light to be received deeply through your form. 
Allow her radiations of love-light to transform you. 



Bring your breath into the meditation, breathing from toe to head and head to toe. 
Consider your own body a station of light upon the Divine Mother grid. 
Begin to chant, allowing the song of your own devotion to enter Divine Mother River. 
 
Then see yourself stepping into the River, as do devotees into Ganga Ma in India, up near the fresh 
headwaters. Allow the waters to flow through your form and to wash away all holding and 
attachment. Become a pure, open-hearted conduit for Divine Mother to flow into the world. 
 
This will also be a marvelous meditation to do before the Transmission tomorrow evening. If we all 
prepare in this way we can, together, open a wondrous Field of Receptivity for the transformation 
of ourselves and the world. 
 
Blessings all 
Áine ~ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
	
	


